Understanding Individual Triggers
Status
Relative sense of
importance to others
Certainty
Need for clarity and ability to
make accurate predictions
about the future
Autonomy
Sense of control over the
events in one’s life and
perception over outcomes
Relatedness
Sense of connection to
and security with others
Fairness
Just and non-biased
exchange between people

Threat
Away

Response

Reward
Towards

• Receiving unsolicited advice
• Performance reviews
• (Public) critique

• Positive feedback
• (Public) acknowledgement
• Involvement in projects and
decision-making

• Lack of roadmap with goal posts
• Complex tasks
• Unpredictable behaviour
• Lack of transparency
• Dishonesty

• Clear expectations and goals
• Realistic schedules
• Regular feedback

• Being micro-managed
• Authoritative leadership

• Self-organisation
• Having choices

• Competition
• Strangers
• Isolation

• Having a friend at work
• Mentoring programmes
• Socialising
• Team building

• Lack of ground rules
• Unequal treatment

• Transparent decisions
• Open communication

Do you know where your employees are in relation to others around them?
For employee insights and enablement to achieve optimum outcomes from your human
resource, contact Nicol Myburgh on 083 465 5972 or nicolm@crs.co.za
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About
CRS Technologies
CRS Technologies is a leading provider of
solutions and services to the growing
human capital management industry,
and an authorised South African
distributor of the Engage™ suite
of human resource and payroll
products.
Following its establishment in
1985, the Johannesburg-based
company quickly found its
niche in the human resources,
people management and
payroll sector and soon
matured into the specialist of
choice for blue chip
organisations and SMMEs
across the globe.
Today CRS is acknowledged as the most
proficient international human
resources and payroll solutions company,
underpinned by solutions and services that help create workplaces of
inspired, engaged and rewarded employees. Our approach to market is
about maximising value between employer and employee, integrated with
innovative technology that unlocks human potential and grows businesses.
CRS achieves competitive advantage through its commitment to global best
practice in human capital management and its drive to transform human resource
departments into strategic, value-added business units, be it through bespoke
software and services or shared industry insight.
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